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The Subaru WRX already handles and performs like a powerfully engineered, aggressively  
designed beast. Take it to the next level and show the world who you really are with Genuine  
Subaru Accessories designed to let you go your own way.

The thrill is on.

Genuine Subaru WRX / STI Accessories 
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AUDIO / MEDIA 

It’s not just your Subaru WRX that moves you, it’s 
your music too. You want to do more than just hear 
it – you want to feel it. Make your audio system 
perform as perfectly as your vehicle with Genuine 
Subaru Accessories and prepare to experience 
soul-stirring sound.

Make it sing.
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10-Inch Powered Subwoofer
Provides powerful deep bass, and also assists in clean sound reproduction 
from all vehicle speakers. This is achieved by its integrated 100W amplifier 
and a passive crossover network. The self-contained unit mounts in the trunk. 
Manufactured for Subaru of America by Kicker®.

H630SFJ301  
Excludes Harman Kardon® models.  
Not compatible with Cargo Tray and Cargo Net – Rear. 

Tweeter Kit 
Includes two 22mm tweeters for placement in the front dash to optimize the high 
frequency detail. Frequency response is 4500hz to 22khz. Manufactured for 
Subaru of America by Kicker®.

H631SFJ101  
Excludes Harman Kardon® models. Upgraded Speakers

Enhance the sound clarity of your 
vehicle’s audio system with these 
high-efficiency, two-way speakers 
manufactured for Subaru by Kicker®. 
They have quality constructed injected 
molded Poly cones with 20mm silk 
dome tweeters and a frequency 
response rated at 30hz to 22khz. 

H631SFJ001  
Excludes Harman Kardon® models. 
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Fog Light Kit
Casts a low and wide beam 
of light to enhance vision in 
inclement weather.  

H4510VA030

Rear Bumper Appliqué
Clear, scratch-resistant vinyl film helps to protect bumper upper surface and leading 
edge. Includes a discrete pearl-colored Subaru logo.  

E771SFJ600

PROTECTION AND SECURITY 

Part of loving your Subaru is taking great care of it, so 
it continues to look as good as the day you brought it 
home. Protect your WRX and enhance your ownership 
experience with Genuine Subaru Accessories.

Drive defensively.
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Moonroof Air Deflector
Helps reduce wind noise  
and sun glare.  

F541SFJ000

Wheel Locks 
Helps to deter theft of  
wheels and tires.

B321SFG000 (Alloy Wheels)

Engine Block Heater 
Warms engine coolant to promote 
easier starting in extreme cold 
conditions. Plugs into a  
household electrical outlet.

A091SVA000 (WRX) 
A091SVA100 (STI)

Battery Warmer 
Warms vehicle’s battery for easier  
starting in extremely cold weather.  
Plugs into a household  
electrical outlet.

J601SVA000

Car Cover
Helps protect the exterior  
of your WRX. Made of lightweight 
breathable material.  

SOA3993200 (Excludes STI)

Car Cover Bag
Store your car cover in a Subaru branded bag. 

M0010AS020

Side Window Deflectors
Lets the fresh air in while  
helping to keep the weather  
out.  

E3610FJ860  
May not be legal in all states.  
Please check the laws of your state.
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Rear Bumper Protector
Helps protect top surface of rear bumper when 
loading or unloading the trunk or cargo area. 

E101EAJ500  
Not compatible with Cargo Tray.

Body Side Molding
Attractive, color-matched moldings coordinate with the styling of 
the vehicle while helping to protect doors from unsightly dings.

J101SFJ001V3 (Crystal Black Silica) 
J101SFJ001W6 (Crystal White Pearl) 
J101SFJ001EN (Dark Gray Metallic) 
J101SFJ001TQ (Ice Silver Metallic) 
J101SVA001E2 (Lapis Blue Pearl) 
J101SFJ001T2 (Pure Red) 
J101SFJ001E4 (WR Blue Pearl)
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All-Weather Floor Mats
Custom-fitted, heavy-gauge floor mats help protect 
the vehicle carpet from sand, dirt and moisture. 

J501SVA200  
Not intended for use on top of Carpeted Floor Mats.

PROTECTION AND SECURITY 



Security System Upgrade – Shock Sensor
Activates security system alarm when impact  
to the vehicle is detected.   

H7110SG000
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Door Edge Guards 
New! Help protect your door edges from dings and 
chips with custom-fit, body color-matched metal  
Door Edge Guards. They help preserve the appearance 
of your Subaru while seamlessly blending into the  
door design.

SOA801P020V2  (Crystal Black Silica) 
SOA801P020W6  (Crystal White Pearl) 
SOA801P020EN  (Dark Gray Metallic) 
SOA801P020TQ  (Ice Silver Metallic) 
SOA801P020E2  (Lapis Blue Pearl) 
SOA801P020T2  (Pure Red) 
SOA801P020E4 (WR Blue Pearl)

Rear Aero Splash Guards
Create a unique and more aerodynamic look  
with the Rear Aero Splash Guards. This accessory 
reduces ground clearance. Set of two.

J101SVA000V2  (Crystal Black Silica 
J101SVA000W6 (Crystal White Pearl)
J101SVA000EN (Dark Gray Metallic)
J101SVA000TQ  (Ice Silver Metallic)
J101SVA000E2  (Lapis Blue Pearl) 
J101SVA000T2  (Pure Red) 
J101SVA000E4  (WR Blue Pearl)  
May not be installed in conjunction  
with STI Rear Quarter Under Spoiler.

Roadside Emergency Kit
The Genuine Subaru Roadside Emergency Kit contains 
a range of essential items to assist you in an automotive 
emergency. Including jumper cables, a reflective triangle, 
a first aid kit and more. The kit is designed to help keep 
you safe and dry - and get you on the road again.  
The components of the kit are packaged in a padded, 
embroidered carry case.

SOA868V9510

Severe Weather Companion
The Genuine Subaru Severe Weather Companion contains 
just about everything needed to handle an unexpected 
weather emergency while traveling. Included are items 
which help provide the basic necessities such as warmth, 
light, water, first aid, and the ability to signal for help; all 
packaged in a handy padded canvas carrying case.

SOA868V9501

PROTECTION AND SECURITY 



The drive within.
When you’re in the driver’s seat, you need to be ready for  
anything. Whether you want to keep your eyes comfortable 
with the Auto-Dimming Mirror or keep your cargo exactly  
where it belongs with a Cargo Tray or Cargo Organizer,  
Genuine Subaru Accessories put you in total control.

Cargo Organizer
Conveniently transport your outdoor gear or 
up to four grocery bags neatly in the back. 
Quickly collapses for easy storage when not 
in use. 

SOA567T100

Ash Tray
Fits conveniently in the center console cup 
holder. Easily removed to empty contents.  
The ash tray holder helps to give the ash  
tray accessory a snug fit in the center console 
cup holder. 

92172AG040 (Ash Tray) 
F6010AG010 (Ash Tray Holder)
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Cargo Tray
Helps protect the trunk area from stains and dirt while providing a 
surface that helps reduce the shifting of cargo while driving.

J501SFJ400  
Not compatible with 10-Inch Powered Subwoofer and Rear Bumper Protector.

Cargo Net – Rear
Neatly holds cargo and prevents it from sliding while the vehicle is in motion.

F551SVA000

120 Volt Power Outlet
Need to charge your phone, tablet, laptop? With the 120 volt,  
100-watt 2-prong power outlet accessory, it makes it easy.

H7110VA100

Cigarette Lighter
Replaces the power outlet in the center console stack.

H6710FJ000
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Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass and HomeLink®

This upgraded auto-dimming mirror detects glare and darkens automatically 
to protect your vision, while featuring an 8-point digital compass. Three 
backlit HomeLink® buttons can be programmed to operate most garage 
doors, security gates, home lighting and more. Can also provide you with 
the last status of your garage door (open or closed) if programmed to a 
compatible opener featuring two-way communication. 

H501SVA100

Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass
This upgraded auto-dimming mirror detects glare and darkens automatically  
to protect your vision, while featuring an 8-point digital compass.   

H501SVA000
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Sunshade
The foldable Sunshade offers a triple layer of protection 
to help reduce vehicle temperature up to 40 degrees. The 
Sunshade is custom-cut to fit properly, and includes a handy 
storage bag.

SOA3991310

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE 



Remote Engine Starter – Smart Engine Start
Allows the vehicle to be started at the push of a button from outside the 
vehicle. Preset the heating or air conditioner controls to help bring the 
interior temperature to a more comfortable level prior to entry. Smart Engine 
Start works in conjunction with the Keyless Access and Start system. 
Operating distance is up to 30 feet away, depending on vehicle obstructions.  

H001SVA800  
Applicable to CVT models only.
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DOWN POSITION

UP POSITION

Center Armrest Extension
Raises up and forward for additional comfort when driving. 

J2010AG000JD

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE 



WRX models

Make every ride a thrill ride with Genuine STI
Accessories that will get your blood
pumping wherever you’re going. From a
ground-hugging appearance to heart-pounding
handling, take the track-ready performance of
your Subaru WRX to the next level.

It’s show time.
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STI BRAND

STI Shifter Bushing   
Improves shifting precision 
when used in conjunction with 
the STI Short Throw Shifter.   

B0220FG300 
STI models only.

STI Short Throw Shifter  
Significantly reduces shift  
throw lengths for crisper shifts  
and sportier driving feel. 

C1010FG600 (STI) 
C1010VA000 (WRX)

STI models

STI Carbon Fiber Trunk Trim 
New! This trim piece is made from real carbon fiber and 
includes the STI logo embedded within the clear coat. It 
completely covers the chrome trunk trim above the rear 
license plate display area. 

J121SVA100



STI models

WRX models

17-Inch and 18-Inch STI Alloy Wheel Set  
The 17-inch and 18-inch 15-spoke STI alloy wheel set 
helps to give the WRX the perfect blend of attitude and style, 
combined with improved handling performance and steering 
precision due to the reduced weight of the alloy when 
compared to the stock alloy wheels. The wheels are finished 
in black and finished off with STI branded center caps.

B3110VA000 (17" Wheel-Base Model Only)  
B3110VA040 (18" Wheel-Premium, Limited Models) 
28821FE141   (Center Cap)  
28191SA000  (Valve)  
28192SA000 (Screw) 
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STI Leather Shift Knob – CVT   
Add a stylish look of performance with the addition 
of the STI Leather Shift Knob. Shifter sides are 
perforated leather. The top is smooth leather with 
an STI stitched logo.  

C1010SG101

STI Performance Exhaust System  
Mounted behind the catalytic converter, the STI Performance Exhaust 
System provides a smooth mandrel bend construction to help reduce 
exhaust flow restrictions, allowing the engine to “breathe” more efficiently. 
The exhaust system includes a free-flowing center pipe after the catalytic 
converter that splits into two pipes and mufflers with engraved STI tips.

D441SVA100 (WRX)  
D441SVA000 (STI)

STI BRAND 



License Plate Frames 
Frames display the STI logo in UV resistant polyurethane and come in either a matte black 
or stainless steel finish.  

SOA342L125 (Matte Black)
SOA342L123 (Stainless Steel)
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STI Shift Knob – MT 
The ultimate shift knob for your WRX or STI. 
The STI Shift Knob combines the highest quality 
aluminum and leather materials, ergonomic 
shapes, and ideal weight balance.  

C1010FG100

STI Duracon Shift Knob – MT 
Molded from Duracon polymer, this sleek 
looking and lightweight shift knob gives your 
WRX or STI a finishing touch that sets it apart 
from the crowd.

C1010FG410

Euro-Style Marque Plate 
Manufactured from 304-stainless steel with the STI 
logo and available in stainless steel or matte black 
finish. Kit includes hardware hider caps.

SOA342L132 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L133 (Matte Black)

Carbon Fiber Key Chain 
Carbon fiber composite and stainless 
steel key chain with STI logo, leather 
strap and universal split ring.

SOA342L139

Carbon Fiber License  
Plate Frame
STI carbon fiber composite license 
plate frame is hand made with thick 
resin-impregnated carbon fiber cloth, 
and is finished in a UV resistant clear 
coat. Kit includes hardware hider caps. 

SOA342L145

STI Valve Stem Caps  
Add a finishing touch to your Subaru.
These caps feature the STI logo and 
an “O” ring seal to help keep the valve 
orifices clean.

SOA342L136

Parking Only Sign  
Keep your parking spot exclusive 
for your STI. Kit includes 8" x 12" 
sign, mounting screws and hider 
caps. 

SOA342L149

STI BRAND



STI Side Under Spoiler 
Continue the ground-hugging look down the rocker panels of the WRX or STI. 
Kit includes both left and right side under spoilers. Includes STI logo.     

E2610VA000

STI Rear Quarter Under Spoiler 
Complete the look on the side of the WRX or STI with the addition of the rear quarter 
under spoiler. Kit includes both right and left side under spoilers.     

E5610VA000   
May not be installed with Rear Aero Splash Guards. 

STI Rear Under Spoiler 
Finish off the overall ground-hugging look with the addition of the rear under 
spoiler. This final piece of the under spoiler kit is finished in rich metallic 
silver and includes an STI logo.        

E5610VA100

STI Front Under Spoiler 
STI Front Under Spoiler gives the WRX and STI a mean, ground-hugging look.  
Includes STI logo.  

E2410VA000
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Slim License Plate Frames 
Manufactured from heavy-gauge 304 
stainless steel that will not rust or corrode. 
Kit includes hardware hider caps. 

SOA342L104 (Polished Stainless Steel)
SOA342L105 (Matte Black)

Front License Plate Bracket 
Stainless steel with black powder 
coated finish. Includes mounting 
hardware. 

SOA342L120

Slim Carbon Fiber  
License Plate Frame 
Carbon fiber composite license plate 
frame is hand made with thick resin- 
impregnated carbon fiber cloth, and is 
finished in a UV resistant clear coat.  
Kit includes hardware hider caps. 

SOA342L142

Carbon Fiber License  
Plate Frame 
WRX carbon fiber composite license 
plate frame is hand made with thick 
resin-impregnated carbon fiber cloth, 
and is finished in a UV resistant clear 
coat. Kit includes hardware hider caps. 

SOA342L144

License Plate Frames 
Frames are available with a variety of UV resistant polyurethane logos  
and come in either a matte black or stainless steel finish.  

Stainless Steel 
SOA342L122 (WRX)  
SOA342L127 (Subaru)

Matte Black
SOA342L126

Let it shine.
Your Subaru WRX is much more 
than what you drive. It’s who you 
are. Dress it to impress with Genuine 
Subaru Accessories and add the 
finishing touches you need to make  
it unmistakably yours.
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Vortex Generator            
Add a stylish look of performance to the WRX or 
STI with the Vortex Generator. 

E751SVA000  
Applicable to models without SUBARU STARLINK®  
Safety and Security Packages.
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Valve Stem Caps 
Add a finishing touch to your 
Subaru. These caps feature the 
Subaru star cluster or WRX logo 
and an “O” ring seal to help  
keep the valve orifices clean. 

SOA342L134 (WRX) 
SOA342L137 (Subaru Star 
Cluster)

Parking Only Sign 
Keep your parking spot 
exclusive for your WRX. 
Kit includes 8" x 12" sign, 
mounting screws and hider 
caps. 

SOA342L150

Euro-Style Marque Plate 
Manufactured from 304- 
stainless steel with the WRX 
logo and available in stainless 
steel or matte black finish. Kit 
includes hardware hider caps.

SOA342L130 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L131 (Matte Black)

Carbon Fiber Key Chains 
Carbon fiber composite and 
stainless steel key chains with 
leather strap and universal 
split ring.

SOA342L138 (Subaru)  
SOA342L141 (WRX)

Footwell Illumination Kit  
Casts a soft red or blue glow onto the front floor area.      

H701SFJ101 (Red) 
H701SFJ001 (Blue) 
 

Side Sill Plate
Metallic finished panels dress up the sill plates of the WRX. Set of four.  
 
E101SVA000

STYLE 



WRX / STI
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